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Who knew that cakes were so rude?! In this deliciously entertaining book, a not-so-sweet
cake—who never says please or thank you or listens to its parents—gets its just desserts.
Mixing hilarious text and pictures, Rowboat Watkins, a former Sendak fellow, has cooked
up a laugh-out- loud story that can also be served up as a delectable discussion starter
about manners or bullying, as it sweetly reminds us all that even the rudest cake can learn
to change its ways. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which will look almost identical to
the print version. Additionally for devices that support audio, this ebook includes a readalong setting.
A collection of personal reminiscences of the author's youth in a hamlet on the central
highlands of Vietnam.
This critically acclaimed winner of the Newbery Medal joins the Scholastic Gold line, which
features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus content! Ever since
May, Summer's aunt and good-as-a-mother for the past six years, died in the garden
among her pole beans and carrots, life for Summer and her Uncle Ob has been as bleak as
winter. Ob doesn't want to create his beautiful whirligigs anymore, and he and Summer
have slipped into a sadness that they can't shake off. They need May in whatever form they
can have her -- a message, a whisper, a sign that will tell them what to do next. When that
sign comes, Summer with discover that she and Ob can keep missing May but still go on
with their lives.
The Morland Dynasty
The Princeling
Fly Away Home
The Elegies
Units of Study for Teaching Writing
Dear Evan Hansen

Welcome to Nightshade, California—a small town full of
secrets. It’s home to the pyschic Giordano sisters, who have a
way of getting mixed up in mysteries. During their
investigations, they run across everything from pom-pomshaking vampires to shape-shifting boyfriends to a cluespewing jukebox. With their psychic powers and some sisterly
support, they can crack any case! Teenage girls are being
mysteriously attacked all over town, including at Nightshade
High School, where Daisy Giordano is a junior. When Daisy
discovers that a vampire may be the culprit, she can’t help
but suspect head cheerleader Samantha Devereaux, who returned
from summer break with a new “look.” Samantha appears a little
. . . well, dead, and all the most popular kids at school are
copying her style. Is looking dead just another fashion trend
for Samantha, or is there something more sinister going on? To
find out, Daisy joins the cheerleading squad. This ebook
includes a sample chapter of DEAD IS A BATTLEFIELD.
When ten people arrive on private Indian Island off England's
southwest coast, lured to a mansion by invitations from a
mysterious host, terror mounts as one guest after another is
murdered, in a classic whodunit that is an elaboration of the
famous children's rhyme "Ten Little Indians." Reader's Guide
included. Reprint. 100,000 first printing.

Told in separate voices, Lena and Aubrey, each hiding her own color illustrations.
A bumper eBook collection of all 17 Roman Mysteries adventures including The Thieves
secrets, set off in search of the truth about Charlie,
of Ostia, The Secrets of Vesuvius, The Pirates of Pompeii, The Assassins of Rome, The
including if he is really dead, after meeting at his funeral
Dolphins of Laurentum, The Twelve Tasks of Flavia Gemina, The Enemies of Jupiter, The
and learning that he was dating both of them.
Gladiators From Capua, The Colossus of Rhodes, The Fugitive From Corinth, The Sirens
Every man in his humour. Every man out of his humour.
of Surrentum, The Charioteer of Delphi, The Slave-Girl From Jerusalem, The Beggar of
Cynthia's revels; or, the fountain of self-love
Volubilis, The Scribes From Alexandria, The Prophet From Ephesus and The Man From
Pomegranate Street. Packed with action, mystery and adventure!
Tiny Fox and Great Boar Book One
Containing All the Cases Argued and Determined in the House of In Honour of Allardyce Nicoll
Propertius in Love
Lords, ... ; Together with a Selection of Cases of Universal
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen's Magazine
Application Decided in the Superior Courts in Ireland and in
Elements of Writing
Scotland
Hearings, Reports, Public Laws
A Woman Named Leona
Clear Creek
These ardent, even obsessed, poems about erotic passion are among the brightest jewels in the crown of Latin
Midwest Maize
literature. Written by Propertius, Rome's greatest poet of love, who was born around 50 b.c., a contemporary
Every Living Thing
of Ovid, these elegies tell of Propertius' tormented relationship with a woman he calls "Cynthia." Their
Here are twelve deeply moving short stories from the perceptive pen of Cynthia Rylant. Each
connection was sometimes blissful, more often agonizing, but as the poet came to recognize, it went beyond
captures the moment when someone's life changes -- when an animal causes a human being pride or shame to become the defining event of his life. Whether or not it was Propertius' explicit intention,
to see things in a different way, and, perhaps, changes his life.
these elegies extend our ideas of desire, and of the human condition itself.
From the show's creators comes the groundbreaking, bestselling novel inspired by the hit
Food historian Cynthia Clampitt pens the epic story of what happened when Mesoamerican farmers bred a
Broadway show Dear Evan Hansen. Dear Evan Hansen, Today's going to be an amazing day nondescript grass into a staff of life so prolific, so protean, that it represents nothing less than one of
and here's why... When a letter that was never meant to be seen by anyone draws high school humankind's greatest achievements. Blending history with expert reportage, she traces the disparate threads
that have woven corn into the fabric of our diet, politics, economy, science, and cuisine. At the same time she
senior Evan Hansen into a family's griefover the loss of their son, he is given the chance of a
explores its future as a source of energy and the foundation of seemingly limitless green technologies. The
lifetime: to belong. He just has to stick to a lie he never meant to tell, that the notoriously
result is a bourbon-to-biofuels portrait of the astonishing plant that sustains the world.
troubled Connor Murphy was his secret best friend. Suddenly, Evan isn't invisible
The Solitary Sphere in the Age of Virgil uses an enriched tripartite model of Roman culture-touching not
anymore--even to the girl of his dreams. And Connor Murphy's parents, with their beautiful only the public and the private, but also the solitary-in order to present a radical re-interpretation of Latin
home on the other side of town, have taken him in like he was their own, desperate to know literature and of the historical causes of this third sphere's relative invisibility in scholarship. By connecting
more about their enigmatic son from his closest friend.As Evan gets pulled deeper into their Cosmos and Imperium to the Individual, the solitary sphere was not so much a way of avoiding politics, as a
political education in itself. As re-imagined by literature in this age literature, this sphere was an essential
swirl of anger, regret, and confusion, he knows that what he's doing can't be right, but if he's
space for the formation of the new Roman citizen of the Augustan revolution, and was behind many of the
helping people, how wrong can it be? No longer tangled in his once-incapacitating anxiety,
notable features of the literary revolution of Virgil's age: the expansion of the possibilities of the book of
this new Evan has a purpose. And a website. He's confident. He's a viral phenomenon. Every poetry, the birth of the literary cursus, new coordinations of cosmology and politics within strictly organized
day is amazing. Until everything is in danger of unraveling and he comes face to face with his schemes, the attraction of first-person genres, and the subjective style. Through close readings of Cicero's
greatest obstacle: himself. A simple lie leads to complicated truths in this big-hearted coming- late works and the oeuvres of Virgil, Horace, and Propertius and the works of other authors in the age of
of-age story of grief, authenticity and the struggle to belong in an age of instant connectivity Virgil, The Solitary Sphere thus presents a revelatory reassessment of the classicism of classical Roman
literature, and contributes to the study of pre-modern culture more generally, especially for traditions that
and profound isolation.
have taken antiquity as too fixed a point in their own literary, religious, and cultural histories.
Pigs, Pork, andHeartland Hogs is an engaging celebration of the 12,000-year connection
How Corn Shaped the U.S. Heartland
between humans and the world’s most commonly consumed meat: pork. Throughout
Esther the Wonder Pig
history, pigs shaped cultures and cuisines. Introduced into the Americas, they changed lives
THE NOVEL
The Law Times Reports
and, in time, helped define the Midwest, reflecting the region’s diversity and abundance.
A novel
The Berkshire News
The Complete Poetical Works of Alexander Pope
Life
A NEBULA AWARD FINALIST ONE OF NPR'S BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR "Hilarious,
The Art of Fire Emblem: Awakening
heartfelt and brimming with humanity.” —Cynthia D’Aprix Sweeney, author of The Nest Teddy
The Sacred Lies of Minnow Bly
Telemachus is a charming con man with a gift for sleight of hand and some shady underground
Adventures of a Boy in Vietnam
associates. In need of cash, he tricks his way into a classified government study about telekinesis and
Beyond the Reef
its possible role in intelligence gathering. There he meets Maureen McKinnon, and it’s not just her
The English court masque was one of the most extravagant and spectacular forms of
entertainment ever produced, the most important period being between 1600 and 1640
when the writers included some of the best-known poets and dramatists of the age. This
volume, first published in 1967, was the first selection of masques to be published in
England in the twentieth century. It consists of fourteen masques, each specially edited
with an introduction and commentary by a different scholar, including Ben Jonson, James
Shirley, Samuel Daniel, Thomas Campion, Francis Beaumont, William Browne, Thomas
Middleton, Thomas Nabbes and William Davenant. Professor Gerald Eades Bentley
examines the masque as Jonson conceived it and the clash that took place between
Jonson and his collaborator as designer, Inigo Jones. There is also a final essay on the
influence of the masque on the drama of the period. A group of 48 plates has been
prepared many of them reproducing designs by Inigo Jones.
A homeless boy who lives in an airport with his father, moving from terminal to terminal
trying not to be noticed, is given hope when a trapped bird finally finds his freedom. Full-
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piercing blue eyes that leave Teddy forever charmed, but her mind—Maureen is a genuine psychic of
immense and mysterious power. After a whirlwind courtship, they marry, have three gifted children,
and become the Amazing Telemachus Family, performing astounding feats across the country. Irene
is a human lie detector. Frankie can move objects with his mind. And Buddy, the youngest, can see
the future. Then one night tragedy leaves the family shattered. Decades later, the Telemachuses are
not so amazing. Irene is a single mom whose ear for truth makes it hard to hold down a job, much
less hold together a relationship. Frankie’s in serious debt to his dad’s old mob associates. Buddy
has completely withdrawn into himself and inexplicably begun digging a hole in the backyard. To
make matters worse, the CIA has come knocking, looking to see if there’s any magic left in the
Telemachus clan. And there is: Irene’s son Matty has just had his first out-of-body experience. But
he hasn’t told anyone, even though his newfound talent might just be what his family needs to save
themselves—if it doesn’t tear them apart in the process. Harnessing the imaginative powers that have
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made him a master storyteller, Daryl Gregory delivers a stunning, laugh-out-loud new novel about a no man would want her after she had been with him, so he strong armed her into marrying him
family of gifted dreamers and the invisible forces that bind us all.
and continued his abusive treatment of her even after the birth of their son. Watch as Leona
This series of books is designed to help upper-elementary teachers teach a rigourous yearlong writing gathers the strength to leave to escape the abuse in the middle of a blizzard, taking her infant
curriculum.
son with her. Follow her through the years of raising her son as a single woman in fifties,
This is a portrayal of two plebian families that lived far into the Appalachian Mountains. The fiery
while living in a small rural town in the central plains of the U.S. Share her life as she suffers
Jasper Burnine family, Caucasian, and The Moon Clan, Cherokee, were across from the other on
tragedy and grief at the death of her only sibling. Fell the heart wrenching sadness she feels at
Clear Creek. Surprisingly, they became close. The hot-tempered Burnines became bitter over the ill
being disowned by her loving father, as well as the joy she experiences when she admits she
treatment of the Moon clan. The Moon, the ex-Cherokee warrior, became an enraged madman.
has fallen in love with Leonard, the caretaker that discovered her and her son so long ago
Privately he declared war on those that came to molest his family. The intruders that couldn’t escape
when she escaped her husband. Take a step back in the time and follow Leona through her
his wrath were left as food for the buzzards and foxes. This book has a powerful story. It is fast
paced, violent, romantic, bawdy, hard bitten, comical, and haunting. Life was hard in the mountains. life, and watch how she develops the strength to overcome unbearable challenges that life puts
her path to true love and happiness.
Half the children died young. In the new nation there was little law enforcement, so each family
Waltzing Australia was born out of a dream-and a journey. After walking away from her
stayed on guard. The time, 1790 to 1840 was a time of crisis for the new nation called the United
States of America. Would it remain a nation? The British were lurking, waiting for an opening. The corporate career, Cynthia Clampitt headed to Australia, to start over, to write, and to test the
Cherokees, beaten in war, saw their land taken as white people came to settle the new continent. The limits of what she could do. Waltzing Australia recounts that joyous adventure. It is a story
Indians worried over this for years. Would they have to move across the big river to the new country? about change and about making dreams come true. But more than that, it is about Australia:
Life of a Woman in a Small Town
the history, legends and art, both European and Aboriginal; the beauty, the challenge, the
Charlie, Presumed Dead
people, the land. From Sydney to Perth, Tasmania to Darwin, tropics to desert, city to
The Land I Lost
wilderness, Clampitt carries the reader along on an exhilarating grand tour of a fascinating
Poland China Swine World
country. With a writing style reminiscent of Annie Dillard, she captures the essence of the
Rude Cakes
land Down Under and invites others to fall in love with Australia.
And Then There Were None

1558: Elizabeth I is on the throne, though still challenged by Mary, and her Protestant faith
threatens the Catholic Morland family. The reign of Elizabeth I means that the Morlands must
seek new spheres of influence to restore their fortunes. John, heir to Morland Place, rides
north to wed the daughter of Black Will Percy, the Borders cattle lord, and learns that the way
to win her heart is through blood and battle. His gentle sister, Lettice, has also travelled north
to marry the ruthless Scottish baron, Lord Robert Hamilton, and in the treacherous court of
Mary, Queen of Scots, she has to learn the bleak and bitter lessons of survival.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERAMAZON BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR Unlikely pig
owners Steve and Derek got a whole lot more than they bargained for when the designer
micro piglet they adopted turned out to be a full-sized 600-pound sow! This funny,
inspirational story shows how families really do come in all shapes and sizes. In the summer
of 2012, Steve Jenkins was contacted by an old friend about adopting a micro piglet. Though
he knew his partner Derek wouldn't be enthusiastic, he agreed to take the adorable little pig
anyway, thinking he could care for her himself. Little did he know, that decision would
change his and Derek's lives forever. It turned out there was nothing "micro" about Esther,
and Steve and Derek had actually signed on to raise a full-sized commercial pig. Within three
years, Tiny Esther grew to a whopping 600 pounds. After some real growing pains and a lot
of pig-sized messes, it became clear that Esther needed much more space, so Steve and Derek
made another life-changing decision: they bought a farm and opened the Happily Ever Esther
Farm Sanctuary, where they could care for Esther and other animals in need. Funny,
heartwarming, and utterly charming, ESTHER THE WONDER PIG follows Steve and
Derek's adventure--from reluctant pig parents to farm-owning advocates for animals.
A gentle and beautifully illustrated children's story of friendship between a tiny fox and a
great boar. One beautiful fall day, as Tiny Fox relaxes under his favorite tree, he meets a new
friend: Great Boar! Great Boar loves to explore the beauty of nature and the changing
seasons, but Tiny Fox thinks adventuring can be scary...but so is the idea of being without his
new pal! What will Tiny Fox do? See how two friends help each other and learn to be brave
in this beautiful watercolor book for children by award-winning Polish artist Berenika
Kolomycka.
Waltzing Australia
Missing May (Scholastic Gold)
Good Words
The Moon and Yellowtail
Dead Is The New Black
There
Within the following pages of this book, you will discover the compelling and sometimes
tragically sad life of Leona. You will follow her through her school days and her first heart
break. You will be with her family at the family ranch when people take refuge there when
their little town is ravaged by fire at the hands of the masochistic arsonist that had been the
mayor of Duddleyville for several years. You will watch Leona as she endures unbearable
beatings and verbal abuse at the hands of the man that raped her, and then convicted her that

Cynthia Rylant and Brendan Wenzel explore the beauty and tenacity of life. Life begins small,
then grows… There are so many wonderful things about life, both in good times and in times
of struggle. Through the eyes of the world’s animals—including elephants, monkeys, whales,
and more—Cynthia Rylant offers a moving meditation on finding beauty around us every day
and finding strength in adversity. Brendan Wenzel’s stunning landscapes and engaging
creatures make this an inspiring and intriguing gift for readers of all ages.
Spoonbenders
The Solitary Sphere in the Age of Virgil
Pigs, Pork, and Heartland Hogs
Primary Education
Grades 3-5
Roman Mysteries Complete Collection
**THE BOOK THAT INSPIRED SACRED LIES, NOW STREAMING ON FACEBOOK WATCH** A
Morris Award finalist and Golden Kite Honor Book! A hard-hitting and hopeful story about the dangers of
blind faith—and the power of having faith in yourself. The Kevinian cult has taken everything from seventeenyear-old Minnow: twelve years of her life, her family, her ability to trust. And when she rebelled, they took
away her hands, too. Now their Prophet has been murdered and their camp set aflame, and it's clear that
Minnow knows something—but she's not talking. As she languishes in juvenile detention, she struggles to unlearn everything she has been taught to believe, adjusting to a life behind bars and recounting the events that
led up to her incarceration. But when an FBI detective approaches her about making a deal, Minnow sees she
can have the freedom she always dreamed of—if she’s willing to part with the terrible secrets of her past.
Gorgeously written, breathlessly page-turning and sprinkled with moments of unexpected humor, this
harrowing debut is perfect for readers of Emily Murdoch's If You Find Me and Nova Ren Suma's The Walls
Around Us, as well as for fans of Orange is the New Black.
The Art of Fire Emblem Awakening contains an in-depth, behind-the-scenes look at the smash-hit 3DS
game, from beautifully illustrated renditions of your favorite characters, to storyboards for in-game events,
character designs, weapon designs, character profiles, and the entirety of the script with every possible
branch of dialogue! Relive some of the most poignant moments of the game, or see what might have been if
you had made different in-game decisions with the Art of Fire Emblem Awakening!
From Wild Boar to Baconfest
A Book of Masques
Doorways
Cassell's Illustrated Family Paper
Changing the World One Heart at a Time
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